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try to make that that was a fundamentalist belief means (?) in

religious things, if you look into almost any other line you will find that the

people who do solid work, and it insist on the importance of that which is primary

and fundamental, will occasionally be called fundamentalists in that line. It's a

good wasK word. It indicates that we stand on that which is true, on the hanexat basic

things, and so I like the word. I don't object to the word "conservative"

-; but I id always have a certain cringing from it because I don't think we want to be

bossed (?) back and hold to something simply because that's the way it

was done. Conditions change. I don't believe in the k±iia Bible because it is

n old book, or because my ancestors believed in it. I believe in it because I

am convinced that it is God's Word, and because Jesus Christ set the seal of His

" approval on it as being His truth. And so let us try tO get ax -'ourselves cipnixed

and to organize our churches, to organize the different ways :j which we work, a

in which we live, because we'll save a'great deal of time, and *vàid a great deal

of confusion, and cconplihfar1w)re than s.e would otherwise, but ex let us

always look out for a reasonable flexibility, and for constantly improving various

aspects of our organization.
of the

U Now, number 2, under the Otganizationiti March, we will call

2. The Names of the Leaders. The names of the leaders.

(not clear) I feel we should dive this title because all these leaders are

named again here, as they were named in connection with the cen8usg', and they

were named in connection with the gifts that they gave, the names of the leaders.

We notice here that this reminds us of the fact that God has a record of our

services, whether great or smell. God preserves them in His Book of Remembrance*

God doss not forget what you do. If you are going to work for human recognition

you would be wise to quit right now. It is a strange thing bow moch we all of

us naturally long for human recognition. You can reach the point where you say,

"I don't care a bit what people think about as. I am her. to serve the Lord,

what He thinks is all I care." And yet you sit In a group somewhere Aere they
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